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Andy Jacob Interviews Dr. Lyn Yaffe, Chairman & CEO,

EPR-Technologies On the DotCom Magazine.

Dr. Lyn Yaffe, Chairman & CEO, EPR-

Technologies Gives Back to The

Entrepreneurial Community on The

DotCom Magazine as Seen on Binge

Networks TV

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, May 25, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Andy Jacob, CEO

of DotCom Magazine, a Top Trending

Show on Binge Networks TV, recently

interviewed Dr. Lyn Yaffe, Chairman &

CEO, EPR-Technologies, on the DotCom

Magazine Entrepreneur Spotlight

Series. Andy Jacob, CEO of DotCom Magazine interviews leaders, entrepreneurs, visionaries,

CEOs, and Founders for the Top Trending DotCom Magazine Entrepreneur Spotlight Television

Show which is featured on The Binge Networks TV Channel as featured on Apple TV, Amazon TV,

Having Dr. Lyn Yaffe on our

top trending show was

awesome! A must watch

interview for anyone

interested in health and

saving lives!”

Andy Jacob

Sony, ROKU, Samsung, LG, and many others. Dr. Lyn Yaffe,

recently joined other leaders selected by the editorial team

of DotCom Magazine to be interviewed on the unique and

fascinating series.

Andy Jacob says, Dr. Lyn Yaffe and EPR-Technologies are

doing amazing things. It was awesome to have Dr. Lyn

Yaffe on the show

About EPR-Technologies

Our Vision is that  EPR is the  next emergency life-saving “Standard of Care” procedure following

failure of CPR on any victim of cardiac arrest. And that every victim is able to come home from

the hospital and live a normal life.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.dotcommagazine.com/
https://www.startengine.com/epr-technologies
https://www.startengine.com/epr-technologies


The DotCom Magazine Game Changers

Edition

The DotCom Magazine Exclusive

Entrepreneur Spotlight Series

The company is a biomedical spinoff of the Safar

Center for Resuscitation Research, University of

Pittsburgh, and is committed to the preservation of

human life through rapid profound hypothermia by

introducing patented products for “Emergency

Preservation and Resuscitation” (EPR) to save a life

when standard cardiopulmonary resuscitation

(CPR) fails.

Andy Jacob says, “It’s the goal of DotCom Magazine

to provide the absolute best in what

entrepreneurship has to offer. We have interviewed

many of the world’s leading entrepreneurs in their

respective field. It takes amazing leadership to build

a company like EPR-Technologies. There are so

many powerful and talented entrepreneurs

throughout the world, and I am extremely

fortunate to interview the best of the best. I always

come away humbled by how many talented people

are building amazing companies. As we scout the

world for interesting entrepreneurs and

companies, it is always a wonderful experience to

meet leaders like Dr. Lyn Yaffe, who are forging an

incredible path for others. At DotCom Magazine, we

believe entrepreneurs are the heartbeat of the

world. We believe it is a world where risk takers

must be lauded, saluted, and respected. Successful

entrepreneurs get up every morning and give an

amazing effort. We salute the business leaders of

this world like Dr. Lyn Yaffe, Chairman & CEO, EPR-

Technologies

ABOUT DOTCOM MAGAZINE

DotCom Magazine is a leading news and marketing

platform providing fascinating interviews with news

makers, thought leaders, and entrepreneurs.

DotCom Magazine is the leader in putting people

with insatiable enterprising spirit at the forefront of

every story it covers. The Entrepreneur Spotlight

Interview Video Series looks at business through

the lens of a successful entrepreneur’s mindset.



The DotCom Magazine PR Issue

The Power Of Zoom Interview Issue

The Entrepreneur Spotlight Series has included

high-profile leaders, including Inc 500 founders, Ted

Talk presenters, ABC Shark Tank participants,

venture backed visionaries, prolific CEO’s and

Founders, and many other wonderful thought

leaders and entrepreneurs. DotCom Magazine

covers Founders and CEO’s making a difference.

Regardless of who the entrepreneur is, where they

live, or what they are doing, if it is interesting and

newsworthy, DotCom Magazine covers it. In

selecting entrepreneurs for this important video

series, we consider the newsworthiness of the story

and what our viewers want to learn about. If

something is important to our viewers, it is

important to DotCom Magazine. The people at

DotCom Magazine believe in including a diverse

range of entrepreneur voices in our interviews, and

actively pursuing entrepreneurs making a positive

difference in the world.
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